Introduction
Suppose S is a surface in R 3 diffeomorphic to the standard sphere S 2 by a smooth diffeomorphism W: R3-->R 3 of class C 4, and let HER. In this paper we give a sufficient condition for the existence of an unstable disc-type surface of constant mean curvature H with boundary on S and intersecting S orthogonally along its boundary. In isothermal coordinates such a surface may be parametrized by a map XE C2(B; R3)N cl(/~; R 3) of the unit disc Here X,=(O/Ou)X, etc., "A" denotes the exterior product in R 3, " "" denotes the scalar product, n is the outward unit normal on OB, ".L" means orthogonal, and ToS denotes the tangent space to S at Q E S. Moreover, if such a solution is not degenerate to a constant map, by slight abuse of terminology it will be called unstable. Indeed, if S is strictly convex, any non-constant minimal surface (H=0) supported by S is strictly unstable as a critical point of Dirichlet's integral, cp. Section 2.
Physically, solutions to (I. 1)-(I .4) may arise as minimal partitioning hypersurfaces inside S dividing off a prescribed portion of the volume enclosed by S. Such partition problems have been proposed as models for capillarity phenomena and liquid crystals.
In this context the curvature constant H appears as a Lagrange multiplier. By using geometric measure theory the partition problem can be solved in vast generality, cp.
[12], [25] . However, little is known about partition surfaces of a prescribed topological type, cp. [13] .
Let L be minimal with the property that S = BL(Q) (1.5) for some QE R 3, where BL(Q) as usual denotes the closed ball of radius L around Q (in R3). By translation we may assume Q=0. THEOREM 1.1. Suppose S satisfies the above assumption, and let L be given by (1.5) . Then there exists a set ~ of curvature such that
E ~, and ~( is dense in ---~, --~ with the property that for any HE ~ there is a regular, non-constant solution X to
(1.1)--(1.4), satisfying the maximum modulus estimate IIXIIL-~<Z. (1.6) Remarks. (i) Considering the limitation of the range of admissible curvatures, our theorem may appear as a natural extension of Hildebrandt's existence result [8] for the Plateau problem. However, note that our solutions will (in general) be unstable, and (in general) the only stable solutions to (1.1)-(1.4) will be the trivial constant solutions X==-XoE S. For the Plateau problem the existence of unstable H-surfaces (for suitably small I/-/1) was established only in 1982 independently by Brezis-Coron [1] and the author [20] -with an addendum by Steffen [19] . In [23] finally an existence result was derived showing that for any value H* 0 unstable H-surfaces will exist whenever there is a stable surface of constant mean curvature H spanning the given contour.
Similarly, it is expected that there will be unstable H-surfaces supported by S for any value of H different from 0. But technical complications due to the existence of spheres of constant mean curvature H inside S for large ]H 1 prevent us from proving a more general result. Conceivably, combining our methods with a variant of the "sphere-attaching lemma" of Wente [26, p. 285 ft.] will lead to complete existence results. However, we will not pursue this further.
(ii) Theorem 1. I generalizes the existence result [21] for minimal surfaces (H=0). It is tempting to conjecture that for surfaces S which have mean curvature ~H with respect to the interior normal one can even find embedded discs of constant mean curvature H inside S, as Grtiter and Jost have shown in the case of minimal surfaces;
cp. [7] , [10] . Note that bythe maximum principle for any HER any H-surface X supported by S will lie inside S whenever S satisfies the condition:
Any QES lies on the boundary of some bali of radius 1/IHI containing S, (1.7) and provided II xIILo <~t<~ I/Inl.
Problem (1.1)-(1.4) poses numerous technical difficulties. In particular, by invariance of (1.1)-(1.4) under the non-compact group of conformal transformations of the disc it is impossible that the Palais-Smale condition(~) be satisfied in any variational problem associated with (1. I)-(1.4) where this group of symmetries acts.
The following chapter is devoted to setting up the variational problem corresponding to (1.1)-(1.4). In Chapter 3 we study the evolution problem associated with (1.1)-(1.4) and prove local existence and uniqueness of solutions to the "parabolic form':' of (1.1)-(1.4). Our approach will be based on the methods introduced in [24] . Ideas from [24] will also be used to investigate the asymptotics and possible singularities of the flow. Finally, in Chapter 4 the proof of Theorem 1.1 will be given.
Although for minimal surfaces our approach may seem somewhat more involved than e.g. the approximation method used in [21] also in this case we believe that a direct method may have its advantages.
Moreover, the construction and analysis of the flow associated with (1.1)-(1.4) which constitute the major part of this work may be of some interest in itself.
Ultimately, we hope that results like Theorem 3.1 or Theorem 3.2 may be instrumental in proving higher multiplicity results for unstable H-surfaces. By analogy with the problem of closed geodesics on S it is expected that (for sufficiently small I HI, at (1) Recall that a C~-functional E on a manifold ~ satisfies the Palais-Smale condition if any sequence {Xm} in ~ such that [E(Xm) [ ~c uniformly while[ dE(Xm)]~ 0 is relatively compact. least) there exist even three geometrically distinct unstable solutions to (1.1)-(1.4). However, to this moment only partial results are available, cp. [10] , [18] .
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The variational problem
Solutions to the above problem (1.1)-(1.4) will be characterized as saddle points of a suitable functional E m Let L p, H re'p, C '''~, denote the usual Lebesgue-, Sobolev-, and H61der-spaces.
Domain and range will be specified like L p(fLR n) if necessary. For
XEHI'2(B;R3), if2 c B, let

O(X;~)=-~ folVXl~ dw be the Dirichlet integral of X over f~. For brevity D(X;B)= D(X).
For X ~ H 1'2 n L| R3), moreover, let
V(X)=I fBxu A Xv " X dw
be the volume of X. V(X) measures the (algebraic) volume of the cone with vertex at 0 swept out by the surfaces X, while D(X) may be thought of as a measure for the area of X. V and D are related by a Sobolev-type inequality, the isoperimetric inequality for closed surfaces in R 3, cp. Rad6 [14] , Wente [26] , of which we state the following version: 
The constant 36:r is best possible.
Remark that equation (1.1) formally equals the Euler-Lagrange equations of the functional
I~X)=D(X)+ 2H V(X)
with respect to compactly supported variation vectors cPECo(B;R3). I.e. /~n is the functional corresponding to (1.1) for fixed Dirichlet (or Plateau) boundary data, cp. [8] .
Note that V(X) for fixed boundary data equals the (algebraic) volume between X and a fixed reference surface X 0 satisfying the required boundary condition.
In our case the boundary data of admissible surfaces X are allowed to vary freely on the supporting surface S. Therefore it will be necessary to correct the volume term by subtracting the volume of a suitable reference surface ,ft" on S, varying with X. In this way we will arrive at a functional whose Euler-Lagrange equations give all of
This program will now be carried out in detail.
Admissible functions. As will become apparent later, a natural class on which to study problem (1.1)-(1.4) is the class
~(S)={X~HL2(B;R 3) ]X(OB) ~ S a.e.} of H~'2-surfaces with boundary on S.
Sometimes, it will also be convenient to consider the subclass c~2(S ) = c~(s) lq H 2' 2(B; R3).
By using arguments of Schoen-Uhlenbeck [16] it is easily verified that R2(S) is dense in In this way it is clear that given XE ~(S) and one extension operator r/0 with X6 ~(~/0) there will exist countably many such extension operators qk, kEZ, with
The following lemma hence guarantees a rich choice of possible extensions of any given XE ~(S): By standard regularity results Y is as smooth as the data, so YE qg(S). Moreover, Y depends smoothly on X. Now let P be a point lying interior to S not on Y(B) (cf. Lemma A. 1 in the Appendix) and project Yfrom P onto S to obtain X, i.e. for any wEB let .~(w) be the unique point of intersection of the half line from P through Y(w) with S.
Since P ~ im(I0 this projection preserves regularity, and XE cd(S), if XE c~(S), resp. XE cr ifXE c~2(S).
In order to extend the composition mapping and uniformly locally on B.
Considering the sequence of harmonic surface Ym = yo rm E ~(S) we thus find that
Ym(O)-->Z(O)=P.
On the other hand Ym(B)= u for all m, and therefore we obtain the desired contradiction,
This concludes the construction in the case of a convex surface S. If S is only diffeomorphic to S 2 by a diffeomorphism qJ : R3--~R 3, we carry out the above construc-tion for the images ',F(X)E ~(S 2) and apply W-I to obtain the desired extensions in
Variational integrals. Now we are able to define a family of variational integrals giving rise to the Euler equations (1. I)-(1.4).
For X E qg(S) and an extension operator q defined in a neighborhood of X, let
2) is only determined up to integral multiples of vol(S) this definition actually gives a countable family of functionals. However, the differential of E n (at a point X E cg2(S)) will be independent of the particular extension operator. In particular, critical points of Eft will not depend on q: Hence by partial integration
n(v )?.-u" Xo) A X cp do (2.5) =foo.2^2.~do, v~ ~ T~2(S),
where 0~" is the tangent derivative of ~" along 0B (in the counter clock-wise direction).
Since/~'= X on 0B: 0~X=a~X on 0B, and also (d~(X), r on aB; and since finally
we may combine (2.4)-(2.5) in the single statement
(2.6) Ja B Performing an integration by parts similar to (2.5) for (dV(X), cp) we hence infer that
while the boundary integrals cancel.
Integrating by parts and using (1.1) we deduce the natural boundary condition
where 0,X is the derivative of X with respect to the outward normal on aB. I.e. O,X is (weakly) orthogonal to S along OB.
Introducing polar coordinates (r, ~) on B from (2.8) we see that OX. 0 X=0 a.e. on0B.
Or O0
But then the holomorphic function
is real on caB (hence on B) and therefore constant (by the Cauchy-Riemann equations).
Inspection at r=0 shows that D--0, i.e. X is conformal and satisfies (1.2).
Boundary regularity and strong orthogonality now follow from [5] , [6] . operators r/such that E n is continuous along p}.
The volume condition defining the class P may be visualized as follows: If we extend p(0) by rl(p(O))=p(O)=p o 6 ~(S) any continuous choice of extensions ofp(t) at t= I must
give a map covering S (of degree _+ 1).
where E H may be defined using any choice of extension operators such that E H is continuous along p.
LEMMA 2.3. P~=O, and for any HER we have the estimate ~H <<-c(1 + I1-1])
where c denotes a constant depending only on S.
Proof. To construct a comparison path p 6P let W: R3--->R 3 be the diffeomorphism in the hypotheses of the theorem mapping S to S 2. Let q(t) be the family of plane parallel surfaces bounded by circles of constant latitude on Proof. Note that by definition of P
EH(P(O) )+ EH(P(1) )
The claim hence amounts to show the following:
There exists 5>0 such that
for any p E P.
We may assume En(p(O))>~En(p(1)).
Choose an extension such that
To complete the proof of Lemma 2.4 we need the following LEMMA 2.5. In the general case we use the diffeomorphism ty to transfer the above extension operator from S 2 to S.
[] LEMMA 2.6. inf sup D(X)~>ct>0. The deformation lemma. Recall that for a Ct-functional E on a Hilbert manifold d/t satisfying the Palais-Smale condition one can easily construct a continuous deformation of 2t from a (pseudo-) gradient flow for E with the property that E decreases uniformly along the trajectories of this deformation away from critical points of E.
With the minimax-characterization (2.9) and the bound Lemma 2.4 of a possible critical value of E H at our disposal, a deformation of cr having the above property would immediately lead to a proof of our Theorem 1.1--and even show the existence of a non-constant solution to (1.1)--(1.4) for all H.
However, as we remarked in the introduction, by conformal invariance it is impossible that the Palais-Smale condition holds for our functional E H, and the construction of a suitable deformation becomes a delicate matter--to be dealt with in the next section.
The evolution problem
Notations. For a domain ~cR 2, -o~<<.s<t<<.oo let
where the derivatives are taken in the distribution sense.
Also let
denote the upper half-plane. c denotes a generic constant depending only on S and a bound for H, occasionally numbered for clarity.
In this section we study existence and uniqueness of solutions to the time dependent problem
in a cylinder B r with initial condition
subject to the free boundary condition
and to the orthogonality condition
Moreover, we analyze the regularity of solutions to (3.1)-(3.4), and study their behavior for t---~ and in the neighborhood of possible singularities in the same way as we did for the evolution problem associated with harmonic mappings of Riemanian surfaces, cp. [24] . The results we obtain are completely analogous to those of [24] . In fact our derivation of these results reveals the deep connections between the two problems. In particular we establish: 
) is not achieved, X is globally regular and there exists a sequence tm--->~ such that X(t m) E ~2(S) and
X(tm)-->X in Hz'2(B;R 3)
strongly, where X is a solution to (1.1)-(1.4).
For minimal surfaces (H=0) condition (3.7) is automatically satisfied (cp. Lemma 3.6) and we obtain global existence of (distribution) solutions to (3.1)-(3.4): Similar results will hold for arbitrary HER. However, in general we cannot guarantee the uniform boundedness (3.7) of D(X(t)) and solutions might cease to exist (even in the distribution sense) after a finite time and might pass through denumerably many singularities on their intervals of existence.
Although results as powerful as Theorem 3.2 are not needed to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, they may be of some interest in themselves. A short of proof is supplied at the end of this chapter.
In the following various constants ej>0 depending only on S and H will be introduced. We agree to let g be the least of these numbers.
A basic inequality. Note Proof. Multiply (3.1) by X to obtain the differential inequality
for all T>0 such that X(t) is defined on [0, 7] and llXllL=~BT~ ~ 1/IH1 9
The parabolic maximum principle then implies that for such T in fact IIxIIL. [] For XES now let G(X) be the outer normal to S. If SE C m, the Gauss mapGE C m-l. resp. and going through the proof of Lemma 3.7 using (3.9") instead of (3.9'), analogous to (3.11), (3.13) we obtain the estimate Higher regularity. So far we had found analogies with the evolution problem for harmonic mappings of surfaces on a technical level. In order to obtain higher regularity (and later local existence) for the flow (3.1)-(3.4) we now make use of a more profound relationship which has already played an important role in regularity analysis of free boundaries of surfaces; cp. [9, p. 241] . To see this relation consider the reflection of a given solution XE V(B r) to (3.1)-(3.4) in S:
By (3.4)
O.X=(OnX.G(X)).G(X)
a
~< (c(t$) e I + c$) f ]vex] 2 dw dt+ c(6) TR -2 sup D(X(t)).
Js
By compactness and regularity of S there exists a 6-neighborhood U~(S) of S such that any point P E Ur(S) has a unique projection Z~s(P) E S, defined by Ie-zrs(e)l = min IP-QI.
QEs
Now let
~(P) = 2~q(P)-P
denote the reflection of a point P E Ue(S) in S.
~Z=id. Moreover, ~ E C m-* if S E C '~, m>~l. For a solution XE V(B r) to (3.1)-(3.4) 
Note that ~ is involutory,
\ \ Jwt for (w, t)EB T with (w/lw] z, t)E15 it is elementary to verify the following facts: L~MMA 3.10. Suppose X E V(B r) solves (3.1)-(3.4)for some HER. Then ff satisfies 0,2, VZX E L~oc(b)
(
Proof. To obtain (3.17)note the pointwise estimates for all (w, t) E D. Moreover, it is easy to see that X(t) is of class H 2' 2 for a.e. t E [0, t] on its domain /}(t). Indeed, it is clear that )~'(t) E H 2'2 separately on B and l~(t)\B=f)(t) for a.e.t. But (3.3)(3.4) imply that for any q~ E C~(/~(t)): ft5 gVZq~dw=l gV2cpdw+(ffV2cpdw (t) Jl)(t) .JB =fD(t)Vzf(cpdw+fB V2f(cpdw
while the boundary terms cancel. Hence the L2-function V2,('(t) (defined on/)(t) O B) is the 2nd distributional derivative of ~'(t), and ,~'(t)E H2'2(/)(t); R 3) for a.e. r Since ~E C ''~ for S E C", ~oE C "-2, and the Christoffel symbols I" associated with go will be of class C 'n-3. Hence, if S E 6"4, ' the coefficients f" in (3.18) will be locally uniformly bounded and measurable in w and of class C 1 in X.
Finally, a is given by 1, Iwl~l a(w)= Iwl', Iwl>l. 
~(w, t) = qg(f((w, t)-at6(ff(w, t))), if (u~, t) E/9 (3.20)
O, if ( w, t ) r l)
belongs to H~(R 2) for a.e. t and satisfies a.e.
IV~l <~ ClV,r IV~l < ClV2,r (3.21') moreover, the distributional derivative O, t~ E L2or and la, ffl ~ cla,,r a.e. 
If XoE ~2(S), the solution X is HOlder continuous on/~x[0, T] and its HOlder norm is bounded in terms ofT, R, and the H2'2-norm of X o.
Proof. We proceed as in [24, Lemma 3.10] using the extended system (3.18). First we derive uniform bounds for smooth solutions for the L2-norm of atx(t) for a.e. t>0.
Let ~ be the function constructed in Remark 3. I 1, w 0 E B, and let ~ E Co(B2R(Wo))
be a radially symmetric function as in the proof of Lemma 3.8. Differentiate (3.18) with respect to time to obtain the differential inequality ~< c~" {Io,213~,r 1 la,21~ztg+lVa,2l la,2llvX'l~r = Jo. + Iva,,r la, + la, Xl=lV,r162 =} dw at.
Note that we have used (3.21 '), (3.21") to estimate derivatives of ~.
Next recall that integrals of .~" and its derivatives over/~ may be estimated by corresponding integrals of X over B; cp. (3.19 
f#tolOtX[2~2 + lVXl4~2 dw dt <~ c fB:tolV2X]2~2 +lV']4~ 2 dw dt c ~ IvExI2~E dwdt+c(tl-to) R -2 sup D(X(t);B2R(WofqB). JB <. c(tl--to) R-2e3 +ce3.
For the last inequality we have also used (3.9'9, Remark 3.9, and our assumption that e(R)<.%.
Moreover, note that we may also apply (3.9") 
fB 'OtX(t')12~2 dw+ ~ ]VatXl2~2 dw dt <~ c fB latX(t~ dw+c[(l +(t'-t~ R-2)e3]J/2 • sup I [OtX(t)12dw(l, lVa,Xt2~Zdwdt+R-2~ 'a'X]2~2dwdt)l'/2
L ~ ~'' "~"~"~ ~ \ J':
fB,V2X(t),2 dw ~ c fBlO,X(t)12 dw+cR -2, and (3.25) yields the estimate f lV2X(t)l 2 dw <-c(T, r, R)
for all tE[r, T],r>0, resp. the global bound
fBIV2X(t)I c(T, IIX011,~,2(B .~3)) dw
R, (3.26) for regular initial data. By Sobolev's embedding theorem IfX 0 is sufficiently smooth we obtain regularity and a priori bounds up to t=O. Remark 3.14. As in [24, Lemmata 3.7', 3.10', Remark 3.11'] we can also prove local regularity and a priori bounds for solutions XE Nr<r r) on any subset D'~/~ r with the property that for some R>0
sup D(X(t);BR(w) flB) <~ e 4 (w, t) E D'
where e4>0 is a suitable constant depending only on S and H. 
Y(w, t) = (,~,)_)~2)) (w, t) = (R(X('))-R(X(Z))) -~, t
~ l Y( T),2 dW + ~r lV y,2 dw dt <-c ( fBr ,O tXI2 + lV Xl4 dw dt ) '/2 " ( fnr l Yl4 dw dt ) l CZ +~ fBrlVYl2 dwdt+c fBrlYl2 dwdt"
With no loss of generality we may assume that T>0 is chosen such that
fB I Y(T)'2 dw = 0.,.Tsup JBI t Y(t)t2 dw"
Estimating the L4-norm of Y by (3.9') we conclude that 
2o(W)= [ X~
Iwl~<l,
For sufficiently small o>0, T>0 and a suitable number q>4 to be determined later consider the set
"~ = {'~ E V((B )r)lk(O) = f(~ ess sup f%)rlVk(t)-V'~~ dw <~ o <t <T
Endowed with the topology of V((Be)r), E is closed and convex.
To XEE we now associate the unique solution I;'=:f ( 
2(w,t)=R( ~'(--~w~,t))
on OBe • 
~'(w,t)=ff(w,t)=Z(w,t)=R(fr(~w[2,t)) on OBox[O,T].
I.e. g is also a solution to (3.31)-(3.33). Hence ~'=Z=~" and g is a solution to (3.18).
But by construction also R(fC(w/lwl 2, t)) is a solution to (3.18) in [Bo(O)\B1/o(O)x [0, T]]
with the same initial and boundary data as .~'. Our proof of uniqueness for (3.1)-(3.4),
cp. Lemma 3.15, conveys to this situation and we infer that fC(w, t)--R(ff(w/Iw[ 2, t)).
In particular, XE~(S) and ( 
and we may extract a subsequence that converges weakly to a solution of (3.1)-(3.4).
If IHI<I/L, estimate (3.6) for X" implies the same estimate for X.
[]
Asymptotics.
Let us now investigate the global behavior of the solutions to Proof. For a sequence Rm--->O let tm<~T be maximal with the property that for some
WmEB D(X(tm),BRm(Wm)flB) = sup D(X(t);BR (W)flB) = g. (w, t) E B tm
Clearly tm,ZT asm--->~. For reason of exposition we have scaled domains to achieve a uniform control of the densities D(Xm;BI(w)f)Bm). In spirit, however, the result below is of the same nature as [3] , [4] , [15] , [17] , [22] , [23, Proposition 3.7] , [24, Proposition 5.1], [27] where "compactness modulo separation of spheres" is observed. The remaining assumptions of the theorem are now easily verified.
Note that by (3.39) the complex valued function of w=u+iv E B|
(w)-[,r162
is holomorphic and by (3.43) is integrable over B | In case B| 2 from the mean value theorem for harmonic functions
fo dP(w')dw' r ~-R n~)
upon letting R--->r162 suitably we obtain at once that r i.e. that X is conformal.
Similarly, if B| by (3.41) and (3.42) r is real on aB| By reflection the imaginary part of r may be extended to a harmonic function EL~(R2), hence it must vanish identically by the preceding argument. The Cauchy-Riemann equations now imply that ~-const. But CELl(R2+), thus r and )( is conformal.
By conformal equivalence of B~R2+ and (conformal invariance of (3.39)-(3.43)) this argument also proves conformality of X in the case B| and concludes the proof in this case.
IfB|
by conformal equivalence B----R2+ again, the map X will be conformal to a surface XE ~(S) satisfying (1.1)-(1.4) in a weak (distribution) sense. By the regularity result of [6] .,~ is regular and the theorem is also verified in this case.
Finally, the characterization of solutions to (3.39) on B| 2 with finite Dirichlet integral follows e.g. from [3] .
[] Proof of Theorem 3.1. Existence, uniqueness and regularity of solutions X E V(B r) to (3.1)--(3.4) for small T>0 follow from Lemmata 3.12, 3.15, 3,16 and Remark 3.13.
Also (3.6) will be satisfied whenever IH[< I/L.
By iteration, local solutions may be continued either globally--and their asymptotic behavior is given by Lemma 3.17---or until a singularity is encountered. In this case under assumption (3.7) the desired conclusion follows from Lemma 3.18. Note the identity
Proof of Theorem
I:I-H D(x)+ H E.H(X) (4.2) EH(X) = /~
which holds for all X E ~(S), provided EH(X) and E-n(X) are defined by means of the same extension operator, cp. Section 2.
Let p E P. For convenience we normalize
EH(P(O)) = EH(P(O)) = 0 > EH(p(1) > Ea(p(1)). (4.3)
(If necessary, p may be reparametrized via s~l-s to achieve (4.3).) Let X=X(t;p(s)) denote the unique local solution to (3.1)-(3.4) through Xo=p(s), 0~<s~ < 1, guaranteed by Theorem 3.1. Note that Lemma 3.6 and (4.2) imply for any such X and any T>0 in the domain of X the estimate: where X(T) maximizes E a on p'. Since e>0 is arbitrary this proves 
L fnr]OtX]2 dw dt+L2(lt-H)D(X(T))+ 1 En(X(T)) <~H(fzr[OtXI2dwdt+-~H-D(X(T)+HE-tl(X(T)))
L fB, IO'Xt2 dwdt+L2(FI-HlD(X(T))+ I E~x(T))~ ~"-v~
. Efi(X(t;p(s))-->-~ if (s, t)--->(So, to) E aV, to< 1.
Proof. Otherwise (4.5) implies (3.7) while X(-,p(s0)) becomes singular at T<~t o. By [] Perturbing the boundary of V slightly for any m we obtain a path p' E P,
p'(s)=X(t'(s);p(s)), t'(s)<T(s) with the property that t'(s)= 1 if Enm(p'(s))>-O.
In particu-9 lar, (4.9) and (4.10) will hold for suitable solutions X=X(. ;p(s)) with T=I. I.e. we have Now we may let r= 1-6/4 to achieve our claim.
